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International Workers’ Memorial day 2021

EFBWW signs joint declaration
with FIEC, CEI-Bois, EPF and EFIC
to recognise OSH as a
fundamental right

Industries, the European Furniture

partners, held by the European

Industries Confederation and the

Commission, about occupational

European Panel Federation. The

diseases. The EFBWW regrets that

organisations are committed to

in the meeting employers clearly

In the framework of the

support the recognition of healthy

showed that they reject any

International Workers’ Memorial

and safe workplaces as a

initiative for new EU legislation or

Day (IWMD), the EFBWW signed a

fundamental right by the

even revisions of existing

joint declaration with all four

International Labour Organization

Directives on OSH. In cooperation

employers’ organisations, i.e. the

(ILO). This action is part of the joint

with ETUC, we stressed the need

European Construction Industry

EFBWW and BWI campaign to

to revise the Asbestos Directive, to

Federation, the European

commemorate the International

consider skin diseases as

Confederation of Woodworking

Workers’ Memorial Day (IWMD) on

occupational diseases, and to
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"Health and Safety is our right".
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Directive. All of this is crucial for

EFBWW regrets employers’
refusal towards new OSH
initiatives

our workers in the construction,

The EFBWW participated in the

characteristics.

wood and forestry industries
because of the specific work

special consultation of social
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News from the EFBWW
EFBWW meeting with ELA
Director Cosmin Boiangiu

with all ELA activities through direct

The European Labour Authority’s

groups and the stakeholder group

EFBWW supports Ukrainian
trade union struggle to ban
asbestos

(ELA) Executive Director Cosmin

and the regular contact to the

The EFBWW, BWI and PROFBUD

Boiangiu attended the EFBWW

National Liaison Officers via the

sent a joint letter to the Ukrainian

Standing Committee Building (SCB)

affiliates. ELA Director Cosmin

parliament to ask for the approval of

to report on the progress in ELA’s

Boiangiu will be invited again for an

the ban on asbestos. We remain

operationability and discuss the

exchange with the EFBWW in 2022.

committed to the objective of

participation in all ELA working

protecting all workers from deadly

involvement of sectoral social
partners in ELA’s operations.

EP published draft legislative
report on “Protecting Workers
from Asbestos”

substances and we fully support our

The draft report calls for a European

Ukrainian Building Workers union, in

Strategy for the Removal of All

their address to the Parliament on

Asbestos (ESRAA) with legislative

the final voting for Draft Law 4142

proposals for a framework directive

on the Public Health Systems, where

on national asbestos removal

a significant effort on the chrysotile

strategies and public asbestos

asbestos ban is made.

affiliate and long-term sister
organisation PROFBUD, the

registries, a revision and
strengthening of the Asbestos at
The Director announced a campaign
on posting and the construction
sector later this year. He also
indicated that he is aware of the
risks regarding labour mobility when
the EU implements its investment
programmes in the context of the
Green Deal and the Recovery Plan.
The Director invited the EFBWW and
its affiliates to report problems and
cases to ELA’s risk assessment unit.
The SCB members asked about ELA’s
role in joint inspections, the growing
number of third-country nationals
in the construction sector, and the
dubious role of intermediary labour
suppliers in posting. The EFBWW
will continue to be closely involved
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Work Directive 2009/148/EC,
recognition and compensation for
asbestos victims, and asbestos
screenings before any energy
renovation works or before selling
or renting out buildings. The report
will be negotiated and amended in
the coming weeks. It will be voted in
the EP’s Employment and Social
Affairs Committee in September and
in the plenary shortly after.
In parallel, the EFBWW is waiting for
the European Commission’s secondstage consultation of social partners
for a revision of the Asbestos at
Work Directive with a particular
focus on the Occupational Exposure
Limit. The EFBWW will follow all
developments closely.

EFBWW presents cases at ETUC
subcontracting conference
The EFBWW presented two social
dumping cases at the Interim
conference on Securing Workers’
Rights in Subcontracting Chains
organised by ETUC. The EFBWW
pointed at worrying trends such as
the growing role of intermediaries,
the growing number of 3rd country
national workers and new models
for exploitation and social dumping.
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The EFBWW is currently developing

workers need a strong social

a campaign towards fighting social

security coordination. Posting

dumping in subcontracting chains.

without notification to the

The campaign is expected to be

authorities decreases workers’

launched in the second half of the

social security protection.”

year and will run until 2022. The
EFBWW is particularly calling

posting, limiting the number of

Feedback on Employers’
Sanctions Directive for EFBWW
position and reply to the
Commission

subcontracting levels, demanding

The EFBWW is preparing a reply to

substantial activity requirements in

the Commission’s consultation to

posting and ensuring that posted

assess the Employers’ Sanctions

workers have the right to organize

Directive. During April, we have

in trade unions and access to justice.

asked for the affiliates' feedback.

amongst others for a ban on
intermediaries in the context of

On 23 September 2020, the

Is the EU becoming the new Gulf
region ? - SAVE THE DATE Webinar 2 June

EFBWW against exemptions on
prior notification in construction

Commission presented its new Pact

As the interinstitutional negotiations

(2020)609) which announced that

The EFBWW and BWI will organise a

on the coordination of social

the Commission will assess how to

joint webinar on migration under

security systems are about to

strengthen the effectiveness of the

the title: Is the EU becoming the

resume with the new mandate

Employers’ Sanctions Directive

new Gulf region?. The webinar will

obtained by the Portuguese

(2009/52/EC) and evaluate the

be held online on 2 June from 9:30

Presidency, EFBWW strongly

need for further actions. This

to 12:30. Make sure you save the

opposes the possibility that prior

Directive prohibits the employment

date! In the webinar, we will discuss

notification would not apply to

of illegally staying third-country

the growing number of third country

postings in the construction

nationals in order to fight illegal

national workers on the EU labour

industry, including short-term

migration and lays down minimum

market who are all too often stuck

postings. All posting assignments in

standards on sanctions and

in the hands of abusive

the construction sector must be

measures to be applied against

intermediaries and working under

subject to the prior notification

employers as well as measures to

very precarious labour contracts. At

obligation, regardless of their

strengthen the protection of

the webinar, we will listen to

duration. EFBWW will not accept

migrants’ rights. As the EFBWW, we

workers’ testimonies and learn

any exceptions for our sectors!

are currently focusing on the

about trade union strategies. The

EFBWW general secretary, Tom

growing number of (posted) third-

EFBWW and BWI will also launch

Deleu, warns that: “prior

country nationals in construction

their joint position paper on fair

notification for all postings in

and the problematic role of

migration for 3CN workers. The

construction is unnegotiable. Any

intermediaries (TWAs, placement

webinar is part of a broad campaign

exemption will lead to more social

agencies, etc.).

that the EFBWW is developing on

dumping and more social fraud in

subcontracting and intermediaries.

the construction sector. Mobile

on Migration and Asylum (COM
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Projects
FELM project
The FELM project (Better
Functioning of the European
The social partners in the

Construction Labour Market) will

construction industry involved in the

begin in June and will be developed

Construction Blueprint

SuSodCo project held the 2nd

jointly with FIEC. The objective is to

On 12-13 April, the 5th

Virtual Capacity Building Event

assess the challenges linked to the

International Meeting of the

dedicated to Communication

increasing number of third country

Construction Blueprint project took

Strategy for an Effective Social

national companies and workers in

place, with partners and

Dialogue. This was the second out of

the construction industry on the

representatives from the

four Capacity Building Events. The

European labour market. The

EACEA. During the two-day

SuSodCo project aims to improve

project will have a twofold approach

meeting, the consortium discussed

the strategic planning and the

looking at the business challenges

about the evaluation of the Progress

communication skills of national

and the workers’ challenges. FELM

Report, ongoing state-of-play from

social dialogues partners in the

will also focus on Public

each Working Package, as well as an

construction sector in Bulgaria,

Procurement tendering, migration

overall picture of the coming steps

Croatia, Cyprus, Greece, Hungary

and posting practices. The ultimate

to be carried out in line with the

and Slovenia. The EFBWW

aim of the project is to formulate

approved amendment of the

participated and presented its

possible joint recommendations on

working programme. The next

communication strategy and its way

how to improve the functioning of

International Meeting: will be held

of working. More info.

the European construction market.

on 13-14 October 2021 in Berlin.
More info.

News from our affiliates
Spain

putes with the participation of the

holding meetings with various po-

services offered by the SIMA foun-

litical groups and leading campaigns

Tripartite Agreement for
Extrajudicial Conflict Resolution
disputes renewed

dation. More info here and here.

on social networks to gain support

The trade unions, CCOO and UGT,
the employers' organisations, CEOE
and CEPYME, and the Government,
renewed the Agreement for Extrajudicial Conflict Resolution, which has
been in operation for 25 years. The
agreement is a useful tool to speed
up procedures and avoid excessive
judicialization of some issues. It has
resolved thousands of labour disPage 4

for the initiative. After this very im-

Compensation Fund for Asbestos
victims on its way in Spain

portant first step, the proposal will

On April 13th, with an overwhelm-

mentary Commission where the

ing majority of votes, Spanish con-

political groups that compose the

gress members voted in favour of

Spanish congress will be able to

admitting to process a law to regu-

present amendments. CCOO will

late a Compensation Fund for As-

continue working so that the pro-

bestos Victims. This initiative is a

posal crystallizes in a satisfactory

historical union demand. CCOO, as a

law for the victims and their fami-

major union, has played a funda-

lies.

mental role in this achievement,

have to be discussed in the Parlia-
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Czech Republic

2022. According to the GBH general

(industry and cooperatives) started

secretary, Josef Muchitsch: "even

the negotiations for the renewal of

OS Stavba signs CBA with wage
increases for construction

now in the crisis, the construction

the national collective agreement

workers keep the Austrian economy

for construction. The unions are

Trade unions and employers in the

running under the most difficult

asking for investments to guarantee

Czech Republic concluded a collec-

conditions and are the economic

more safety, professional training

tive agreement for construction

engine and supporting the fight

that meets the green building chal-

workers.The agreement took effect

against even greater unemploy-

lenges, wage increases, and in-

on 1 April 2021 and increases the

ment. Wages and allowances will

creases in the various allowances.

minimum hourly wage tariffs by

increase by 2.1% as of May 1,

In the coming weeks negotiations

3.7% and the monthly

2021. As of May 1, 2022, there will

will begin with the other Employ-

wage by 2.8%. It co-

ers’ Associations

vers approximately

(SME and Craft as-

250,000 employees

sociations). Trade

and applies to em-

unions consider

ployers in the con-

that all the condi-

struction industry. It

tions are in place to

is also binding for oth-

renew the agree-

er employers with

ments in the sector

predominant activity

in a quick way and

in construction and

recognise the Em-

mining materials. For

ployers’ Associa-

OS Stavba President Pavel Zítko,

be an increase of 0.7 percentage

tions (Industry and Cooperatives)

“the conclusion of the agreement

points on top of the consumer price

availability to tackle some im-

and in particular the agreed increase

index (CPI). With this successful con-

portant topics, such as training and

in wage tariffs, ensures that con-

clusion, GBH achieved fair collective

safety. The three trade unions hope

struction workers keep the fair value

agreements in four sectors - the

that the other Employers' associa-

of their wages. In these very difficult

construction industry and construc-

tions will also have the same will-

times, because of the coronavirus

tion trades, the ancillary construc-

ingness, in order to demonstrate

pandemic, this is certainly very good

tion trades, the wood construction

the Government and Institutions

news for all builders”. More info.

master trades and the carpentry/

how the sector considers industrial

wood design trades. More info.

relations a common value.

Wage increase of 2.1% in

Italy

Germany

Construction

Social partners begin negotia-

IG BAU to start collective bar-

On 8 April, Gewerkschaft Bau-Holz

tions for national CBA in Con-

gaining negotiations in May

(GBH) obtained a 2.1% wage in-

struction

IG BAU will start CBA negotiations

crease for all construction work-

The three Italian sectoral trade un-

on 11 May. The trade union de-

ers. A 2-year agreement also en-

ions, FenealUil, Filca Cisl and Fillea

mands a wage increase training

sures real wage growth for

Cgil and the Employers’ Associations

allowances for the approximately

Austria
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890,000 workers in the construction

Switzerland

particular. The trade unions have
panies and have already received

brought into line with western in-

Unia urges employers to combat
skilled workers’ shortage

comes and the model for the com-

Swiss trade unions UNIA, Syna and

companies. The joint intervention

pensation of travel time should be

the Cadres de la Construction Suisse

has not gone unnoticed. They now

further developed. IG BAU executive

sent an open letter to the president

plan to intensify their work for fore-

board member and negotiator Car-

of the contractors’ Société Suisse

men in the field. “Experience shows

sten Burckhardt says that

des Entrepreneurs, Gian Luca Lardi,

that recruiting and activating these

"construction is a central pillar of

entitled: "Fighting the shortage of

key figures in the construction sec-

the economy, it is a job engine and

skilled workers means improving

tor is not only feasible, but also de-

has experienced an unprecedented

working conditions!”. Unia argues

cisive for shifting the balance of

boom for more than ten years. To

that they have been drawing atten-

power in our favour”. More info.

keep it that way, those who carry

tion to the increasing pressure in

this boom must also be paid accord-

the construction sector, which is

ingly." More info.

putting greater strain on foremen in

industry. In addition, wages paid in
the east of Germany must be

sent a copy to all construction comreactions from some foremen and

In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact pcravina@efbww.eu.

Miscellaneous
Wood4Bauhaus: Wood has key
role in the New European Bauhaus

termind behind the European Com-

and a decrease in the number of

mission President’s initiative for a

postings, creating a danger that

NEB - delivered a strong message in

Member States will justify national

The Wood Sector Alliance for the

support of a key role for wood in

market protection measures on the

New European Bauhaus (NEB) of

President Ursula von der Leyen’s

grounds of public health. Caution

which the EFBWW is partner, organ-

New European Bauhaus. More info.

should be used regarding national
measures limiting the free move-

ised “The New European Bauhaus –
How can the wood sector engage,

Fondation Robert Schuman

ment of people. It is not the first

contribute and co-create?”. The vir-

assesses the impact of COVID-19

time that health protection has

tual wood4bauhaus conference

on posted workers

been used as an argument to justify

attracted over 1,000 participants,

Fondation Robert Schuman pub-

the restriction of free movement.

including business, designers and

lished a policy paper on the impact

Such an argument would not be

civil society representatives and it

of COVID-19 on posted workers. The

fully compliant with the EU internal

showcased the aesthetic beauty and

revised Posting of Workers Directive

market principles.

sustainability of wood as a key driv-

came into force in July 2020, in the

er in construction and living for a

midst of the pandemic. The study

carbon neutral society. Professor

states that the health situation has

Hans-Joachim Schellnhuber - mas-

led to intensive national inspections
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Working life in the COVID-19

United Kingdom. The country re-

governments and social partners in

pandemic 2020

ports summarise first evidence on

their efforts to cushion the socioec-

The Eurofond publication includes

the impact of the COVID-19 pan-

onomic effects and includes a focus

individual country reports on work-

demic on working life based on na-

on policy areas that have been ac-

ing life during 2020 for the 27 EU

tional research and survey results. It

celerated or disrupted due to the

Member States, Norway and the

discusses the policy responses of

crisis. More info.

EFBWW Meeting schedule 2021
5 May 2021

SD Furniture plenary meeting

Videoconference

6 May 2021

SD Wood plenary meeting

Videoconference

20 May 2021

EFBWW Communication network

Videoconference

25 May 2021

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting (a.m.)

Videoconference

1 June 2021

EFBWW Executive Committee

Videoconference

2 June 2021

Joint EFBWW-BWI Webinar on Migration - Is the EU becoming
the new Gulf region?

Webinar

3-4 June 2021

DESOCO project - Thematic Meeting VET & Youth

Videoconference

8-9 June 2021

BWI World Council Meeting

Videoconference

10 June 2021

EWC Monitoring and Enforcement project - Final Conference

Videoconference

21 June 2021 2022 (TBC)

Joint BWI-EFBWW conference on women in trade

Videoconference

31 August 2021

Joint EFBWW-BWI Presidium

Videoconference

1 September

EFBWW Open expert meeting

15 September 2021

EWC Steering group

29 September 2021

S&H Coordination Group

6 October 2021

SD Construction - working group OSH

14 October 2021

EFBWW Standing Committee Wood

15 October 2021

SD Wood-Furniture WP

25 October 2021

EFBWW Standing Committee Building

26 October 2021

EFBWW Presidium

27-28 October 2021

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ Meeting

23 November 2021

EFBWW Executive Committee

Tbc by EESC

Tbc by EESC

Tbc by EESC

November-December 2021 DESOCO project - Thematic Meeting EMPLOYMENT
1-2 December 2021

Joint EFBWW-BWI MNC Conference

Lisbon (TBC)
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